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Animal Farm
Where all animals are equal, but some 

animals are more equal than others
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Introducing the NEW EWC!

New Intro Series 
Format! Winter 

Term starting Jan. 
23rd.



Introducing the NEW EWC!

New monthly 
subscriptions 

starting Feb. 1st!
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HUMSERIES

GRAMMARMODS



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si79IrCA3CE


Who is George Orwell?



What is Allegory?
- A story within a story

- The surface story is usually parallel to, or be similar to, another story

- Authors often use allegories to make complex arguments simpler to understand



A Simple Example
Surface story: I live next to my biggest enemy. We hate each other. One day, he 
threw a rock at my window and broke it. The next day, I threw a rock at his window 
and broke it. This cycle continued for weeks, until both of our houses were in ruins, 
while the rest of the houses in the neighborhood were clean and tidy.

Deeper story: Two countries that wage war on each other only end up hurting each 
other, whereas countries that do not fight each other do better.

My enemy and me = the countries                        Throwing rocks = waging war

Other houses = other countries



1. Old Major, Napoleon, and Snowball 
plan and lead a revolution against 
Farmer Jones

2. Old Major dies, and Napoleon uses 
dogs to drive Snowball out of 
Animal Farm, leaving Napoleon in 
power

3. Napoleon uses propaganda to 
assert his control over the animals, 
promising prosperity while hoarding 
resources and power for himself

1. Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin, and Leon 

Trotsky lead a revolution against Tsar 

Nicholas II

2. Lenin dies, and Stalin forms the KGB to 

drive Trotsky out of Russia, leaving 

Stalin in power

3. Stalin uses propaganda to assert his 

control over the Russian people, 

promising prosperity while hoarding 

resources and power for himself

Russian Revolution Animal Farm Revolution



Allegorical Characters



● Has absolute power

● Treats his people poorly

Tsar Nicholas II Farmer Jones

● Is the “Master” of the 

animals

● Treats the animals poorly



● Visionary with big ideas

● Gets driven out of Russia by 

Stalin

Leon Trotsky Snowball

● Visionary with big ideas 

(comes up with the windmill)

● Gets driven out of Animal 

Farm by Napoleon



● Seizes power in Russia with 

the help of the KGB and 

propaganda

● Uses his power to oppress 

the Russian people

Joseph Stalin Napoleon

● Seizes power in the farm 

with the help of the dogs and 

Squealer

● Uses his power to oppress 

the other animals



● Secret Police working for 

Stalin

● Feared by the Russian 

people

KGB Dogs

● Force working for Napoleon

● Feared by the animals



● Manipulation of the truth for 

Stalin’s benefit

● Tricks the people reading it

Propaganda Squealer

● Manipulates the truth for 

Napoleon’s benefit

● Tricks the animals who listen 

to him



● Originally thrown out by 

Stalin/the Revolutionaries

● Stalin later revived it

Russian Orthodox Church Moses

● Flies away after the animal 

revolution

● The pigs later allow Moses to 

come back and tell his tales 

of Sugarcandy Mountain



● Flag symbolizing 
communism

Communist Flag Animal Farm Flag

● Flag symbolizing 
animalism



George Orwell’s Argument (in my opinion)
Animals’ poor conditions at the end of the book 

+ 

allegorical parallels between the animals and Russia

=

Despite their good intentions, the Russian Revolution resulted in worse conditions 

for its people than they had previously.



Let’s Get Writing!
Prompt:

Discuss how the names of the characters illustrate their personalities 
and respective allegorical parallels. Examples:
● Squealer
● Moses
● Boxer
● Snowball
● Napoleon

Etc.

What to include: Introductory statement, 2 
pieces of evidence, concluding statement

Submit here: 
https://forms.gle/42jEVVFKq8S4b1gNA



Live Editing Time …
Learn your grammar.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnqcULWYF1o


Let’s Debate!
Resolved: 

Old Major is correct when he says 
“Man is the only real enemy we have.”



Reminders
1) Farmer Jones, a man, treats his animals like slaves

a) Doesn’t feed them enough
b) Whips and sometimes kills them

2) The animals revolt, and things are better for a time!
3) Napoleon, a pig, starts to grab power and become like the 

humans
a) He doesn’t feed the animals enough
b) He ends up looking just like the humans



Pro- Old Major is right: 
Man is the only real 
problem the farm 
animals have

- Humans have caused lots of pain and 
suffering for the animals

- All farms have a human ruler, and all 
animals are slaves

- The pigs only caused suffering when 
they copied the humans

- Animals can cause just as much pain 
as humans (Napoleon’s rule was 
worse than Mr. Jones’)

- Every living creature can be poisoned 
by power→ focusing on the humans 
misses the real problem inherent in 
everyone

Con- Old Major is wrong: 
Man is not the only real 
problem the farm 
animals have



PRO-TEAM CON-TEAM
Yu Liu Jessica Fan

Alice Luo Frank Yin

Andrew Tan Lily Cao

Kevin Lee Frank Yin

Nelson Shi Nikash Ravi

Jamison Louie Leyuan Zhou

Katie Liu Leslie Wu

Eric Huang Dillon Huang

Kevin Li Benjamin Bian

Sophia Zhang Andy Yu

Niweds Yeshaw

Audrey Chu Sophia Guo

Emma Lu Joe Pad

Logan He Maggie Zhang

Anthony Zhang Vincent Liu

Joseph Hong Abby Hsu

Dylan Tan Emma Li

Prince Xiao Destin Liu

Jeddy Yu Julia Xiao

Jesse Lin Kristy Liu

Hanna Qian Andrew Zhao

Mia Zhu



❏ 5 minute Brainstorm
❏ Opening Remarks 

❏ 1 min each side
❏ Rebuttals x2 = Tell us why the other team is wrong

❏ 1 min each side (x2)
❏ Summary = Tell us why your team is right

❏ 30 sec each side
❏ Conclusion = Tell us why your group won

❏ 30 sec each side

Debate Structure


